ELOTEC ASPECT
ACCESSORIES
If you have a challenging project, we can help you. Through the years, Elotec has
gained unique experience in all kinds of buildings with every type of environment,
and we can provide you with early and reliable detection in any installation.
PL 252 (PL 253) I 25 MM PLASTIC PIPE
An internal Ra value of 1.6 contributes to
avoiding build-up of dust and bacteria
in the pipeline, and to ensuring optimal
transportation of smoke.

SK 252 (SK 253) I PIPE JOINS
Extra long sleeve couplings with applied
sealant provides excellent connections in the
pipeline and prevents pipes slipping apart due
to temperature changes or movement.

BE 252 (BE 253) I BEND, 90°
Sleeve couplings bent at 90 degrees, including
the same sealant as regular couplings.

BE 252-45 (A/B) (BE 253-45) I BEND, 45°
Sealant as in the standard bend. Two versions:
female/female (A) and female/male (B).
The “B” variant can be combined with “A” or
the 90° bend to easily adapt the pipeline to
twisting or difficult areas.

BE 255-40/100/150 I PIPEFLEX
Flexible connection bends for pipes. Three
sizes: 40, 100 and 150 cm.

KM 250 I STICKER FOR SAMPLING HOLES
Sticker for marking sampling holes. Affix so
that it points towards the Aspect.

SNIFFER
Sniffers are the extended arms of the pipeline,
able to be stretched through ceilings from
church lofts and such. This way, the pipeline
may be hidden, and the system appears as
virtually invisible.

GG 256 I PIPE BRANCH
80 cm pipe branch for extended sampling
points. Used for simple detection both
over and underneath shadow curtains in
greenhouses.

SN 253 P/S I SNIFFER, 3 M HOSE
Sniffer with three meter hose. Cut to
appropriate length during installation.

SN 258 M I SNIFFER, 75 CM, STEEL BRAID
75 cm sniffer hose, protected from mice and
other rodents. Mostly used in churches or
office buildings.

KG 252 (KG 253) I BRANCH X/Y
The X/Y crosspiece is used to split one pipe
into two or three branches.

PL 260 F I PLASTIC PIPE ON COIL, 120 M
Flexible pipe made out of halogen free
polyethylene. All accessories like bends, cross
and joins are available.

CL 250 (CL 253) I FASTENING CLIPS
Standard fastening clips for pipelines are
quickly and easily mounted in the ceiling, and
the pipes are then pressed into place.

EP 250 I END PLUG
To seal the end of all pipes. Can also be used
when pushing pipes through walls to avoid
dirt or foreign objects in the pipeline.

CL 250 W I FASTENING CLIPS
Fastening clips for wire suspension of
pipelines. Silk wire is strung through the room,
and the pipeline is pressed into the clips and
pushed onto the wire from one end.

PLP 210 007 I HUB 2-1
The hub is designed to merge the two pipe
inlets on Aspect into one.

CL 255 I FASTENING CLIPS NYLON
Nylon clips for rooms with very variable
temperatures.

CL 251 W I FASTENING S-HOOK FOR WIRE
S-hooks are used for easier handling of pipes
in greenhouses.

These products can be delivered in grey or red plastic,
copper, aluminum, or other materials / colors.

THUB I THUB FOR ASPECT 2010
Makes ELOCLEAN and VULCAN easier to
install. Simple wall mounting with built-in
spirit level. THUB and pipes can be mounted
before attaching the ASPECT. Integrated
condensation container and drain.
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AU 002 I EXHAUST KIT
Used to lead exhaust air back into rooms
with large underpressure to ensure sufficient
transportation of air. Can also reduce fan
noise or avoid spreading odors if an ASPECT
installed in a clean environment samples air
from livestock rooms or similar. Extra bug-filter
available (AU 000 G).

AU 003 I EXHAUST KIT
This flexible exhaust kit is used to let exhaust
pipes circumvent a VULCAN or ELOCLEAN
installed directly beside the Aspect.

FS 2010 I FILTER DRAWER ASPECT
Filter drawer for direct mounting in Aspect.

FI 003 KP I FILTER KIT, 5PK:
Progressive filters prevent dust from
contaminating the sensors. Comes complete
with frames that snap into the filter drawer for
quick and easy replacement.

FI 004 KP I FILTER KIT, 5PK:
Extra fine filter, used where very small dust
particles are present, e.g. garages or workshops.
May need more frequent replacement than
standard filters.

DIAMANT I FLOW SENSOR FILTER
Designed to protect the most sensitive
components of the ASPECT against damage
from extreme conditions with respect to dust
and condensation, even where the ASPECT is
installed in less suitable locations.

VF 250 COM I VULCAN DUST AND
CONDENSATION FILTER
Install in front of ASPECT to remove both dust
and condensation from the sampled air before
it enters the detection chamber. Used when
securing rooms with extreme amounts of dust.

THUB LK I CONDENSATION RESERVOIR
Ensures safe overflow of condensed water from
the THUB in installations with high humidity.
Mounts to the side of ASPECT.

LK 501 I CONDENSATION RESERVOIR
Ensures safe overflow of condensed water from
the aspiration pipeline in installations with high
humidity. UV-resistant plastic withstands direct
sunlight over time. Mounts on the pipeline.
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ELOCLEAN I CLEANING SYSTEM FOR PIPES
Easy and safe cleaning of pipes, no
compressor needed. Intended for extremely
dusty environments. Manual or automatic
cleaning.

PH12-36B I POWERHOUSE
12V battery enclosure intended for use
together with Aspect’s internal charger. The
enclosure is rated IP44. EN 54-4 compliant.

BA 1800 I BATTERY, LIFEPO4, 12,8V 18AH
Battery for Elotec ASPECT.

ASPECT-WIFI I DIAGNOSTICS MODULE
This module and its companion app, Aspect
Tool, greatly simplifies commissioning,
configuration and service.

IB 2010 I FOR OTHER FIRE ALARM PANELS
Module for connecting Elotec Aspect to thirdparty conventional or adressable panels.

SENSORKIT I G, GN, GH, L, OIL
Sensorkit for Aspect Grizzle, Lazeer, Oil.
Different sensitivity levels for class A/B/C.

ELOCUT 2 I PIPE CUTTING TOOL
ELOCUT 2 makes clean cuts without
deforming pipes.

ASP BIT I SPECIAL DRILL BITS
Selected bits for drilling correctly sized pipe
holes as calculated by Elotec PipeDraw.

ELOVAC I MANOMETER
Easy-to-use tool for controlling sufficient
suction (vacuum) in the pipelines.

SS 001 I CLEANING SYRINGE
Syringe designed for cleaning the internal flow
sensor of Aspect.

TS 001 I SMOKE PEN
Smoke pen tests aspirating and point smoke
detectors effectively. The cotton wick provides
a steady flow of smoke.

